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Abstract
With the tight power budgets in modern large-scale chips

and the unpredictability of application traffic, on-chip network

designers are faced with the dilemma of designing for worst-

case bandwidth demands and incurring high static power

overheads, or designing for an average traffic pattern and risk

degrading performance. This paper proposes adaptive band-

width networks (ABNs) which divide channels and switches

into lanes such that the network provides just the bandwidth

necessary in each hop. ABNs also activate input virtual chan-

nels (VCs) individually and take advantage of drowsy SRAM

cells to eliminate false VC activations. In addition, ABNs

readily apply to silicon defect tolerance with just the extra cost

for detecting faults. For application traffic, ABNs reduce total

power consumption by an average of 45% with comparable

performance compared to single-lane power-gated networks,

and 33% compared to multi-network designs.

1. Introduction

Large-scale chips, such as chip multiprocessors (CMPs) and

graphical processor units (GPUs) are made possible by recent

semiconductor scaling. However, due to their large scales,

they are increasingly constrained by power [13, 34]. An im-

portant component of such large-scale chips is the on-chip net-

work [10]. Even modern and optimized networks contribute

significantly to a system’s power, area and performance char-

acteristics. For example, the Intel Teraflop chip attributes 26%

of its power consumption to the on chip network [21], while

MIT RAW attributes approximately 5% in the typical case,

with the worst case being 36% [27]. To make matters worse,

it is projected that with 2018 technology communication will

in fact require more energy than computation, even in the on-

chip environment. In addition, communication will increase

in order to meet future computation demands [43, 4, 13].

Designing an on-chip network is not independent from the

system and applications, although it often has to be performed

independently. Variations in application behavior can be im-

portant; past work has observed that application demands can

vary substantially, and also applications tend to not load the

network evenly in both space and time [46, 8, 41, 18, 51, 2, 16].

For example, average injection rates do not exceed 7% for

PARSEC benchmarks, although the maximum channel utiliza-

tion can be 43% [18, 2, 16, 5]. The average channel utilization

in a sample PARSEC benchmark can vary from 1% to 15% in

different network locations [18]. Similar observations were

made for single-threaded SPEC benchmarks [2, 16].

To avoid making the on-chip network a performance bottle-

neck, the safe choice is to design it to handle worst-case traffic

loads. However, this approach creates a network that is over-

designed for most applications and most application execution

phases. Not only does this increase network area, but it also

increases static power. Static power is mainly composed of

leakage power and the power to toggle clocking inputs, with

leakage typically being the dominant component [33]. The

relative magnitude and variance of leakage power is projected

to increase in future near voltage threshold technologies [24]

or technologies with smaller feature sizes [8, 23].

Past work has demonstrated the importance of leakage

power. In the Intel Teraflop chip, leakage power varies from

9.6% to 15.6% [21]. In a larger 256-core system, network leak-

age power can be 39% of the chip’s leakage power even when

operating at network saturation [12]. Past work reports that

approximately 90% of the network power is leakage with light-

traffic application benchmarks, or 30% to 50% with heavy-

traffic benchmarks [12, 17, 26]. While the above numbers vary

with technology library, implementation, and network param-

eters, they are clear motivators that on-chip network leakage

power is a growing concern given the tight power budgets of

modern large-scale chips.

In this paper, we propose adaptive bandwidth networks

(ABNs), which activate exactly the amount of bandwidth

needed at every channel, and exactly the number of virtual

channels (VCs) required at every input port. ABNs accom-

plish this by dividing channels into lanes. Lanes are activated

individually according to local traffic demands. Inactive lanes

are power gated, consuming near zero static power.

In addition, we adopt fine-grain power gating in individ-

ual VCs similar to [33]. However, unlike past work, we use

drowsy SRAM cells which enable ABNs to make activation

decisions in the upstream router’s VC allocator, thus avoiding

mispredictions which can cause activating more VCs than nec-

essary [33]. ABNs also use power gating in router switches

by adding multiple lanes for every input and output, similar

to [17]. ABNs hide activation delays using a single look-ahead

signal per flit for both VC and lane activations, generated at

the upstream router after switch allocation [31, 32].

Since channels are divided into lanes and flits can choose

different lanes at each hop, ABNs also readily apply to fault

tolerance by shutting down only lanes that contain defects,

instead of whole channels. This avoids the extra complexity

and VCs to enable packet detours [47, 29, 40].

If area is not a concern, with ABNs the proper design choice
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is to provide enough network resources for worst-case traf-

fic, thus alleviating designers from a difficult choice. In our

experiments, ABNs reduce total power by 15% for uniform

random (UR) traffic and up to 45% for application bench-

marks with comparable performance, compared to single-lane

power-gated networks [31, 32, 45, 46, 8]. Compared to multi-

network designs [6, 12], ABNs reduce total power by 33% for

application benchmarks and increase throughput by 8% for

UR traffic, due to the flexibility flits have to switch lanes in

each hop, instead of only at injection time. ABNs also provide

better fault tolerance than multi-network designs. ABNs oc-

cupy additional area for the power gating logic similar to past

work, which has been reported to be 4.3% for routers [32].

2. Background and Related Work

Power-gating techniques typically disconnect cells from power

or ground lines in a coarse- or fine-grain manner [32, 48, 42, 8].

This is accomplished by adding high threshold voltage (low

leakage) connector transistors. In the context of on-chip net-

works, power gating typically applies to domains visible to

flow control. For example, channels can be activated or deacti-

vated individually, and the network needs to activate channels

in time for flit traversal or enable detours and guarantee full

connectivity with inactive channels [32, 45, 46, 8]. Power

gating of input buffers is possible at the granularity of entire

buffers [32, 17], VCs [33], or individual buffer entries [26, 38].

Power gating has also been applied to the switch and alloca-

tors [17, 49]. Deactivating entire routers has also been pro-

posed, with the possibility of adding bypass channels such

that routers are not activated by traffic that does not need to

change directions and under low-traffic conditions [8, 32, 17].

Further related work dynamically scales the voltage or clock

frequency of channels and routers [37, 44, 30].

To hide the latency of waking up resources, past work uses

look-ahead signals [31, 33]. Look-ahead signals are generated

in the appropriate pipeline stage of upstream routers such

that channels and VCs will be active by the time flits arrive.

However, look-ahead signals can cause false activations if

they are eligible to activate multiple resources, such as one of

multiple VCs [33]. For example, packet A may be eligible to

use one of two VCs in router 1. When the look-ahead signal

arrives downstream in router 2, and assuming that another

packet B holds one of those VCs, router 2 may conservatively

wake up both eligible VCs in anticipation for packet A. That

is because packet B’s completion time is unknown. Therefore

the router may not want to risk stalling packet A because

resources were not activated in time. However, if packet B

leaves before packet A arrives, activating the second VC was

unnecessary since packet A can use the same VC as packet B.

To eliminate false activations but still power-gate VCs,

ABNs adopt drowsy SRAM cells. Drowsy SRAM cells were

initially proposed for reducing leakage power in caches [14].

The advantage of this technology is that drowsy cells can be

activated in a single cycle, and still hold data when drowsy.

However, when deactivated, drowsy cells consume more leak-

age power than power-gated SRAM cells, and require more

energy to be reactivated. Drowsy SRAM cells were only

briefly investigated in on-chip networks [9].

Past work, related to ABNs, also adjusts channel bandwidth

dynamically [18]. This work, however, takes a different ap-

proach by using channel wires in a bidirectional manner, in

order to increase bandwidth to one direction. Such an approach

is orthogonal and therefore applicable to ABNs.

Further related work has proposed networks with config-

urable bandwidth with the goal of reducing static power, but

has done so using multiple subnetworks [6, 12]. In those

designs, traffic sources decide whether to inject a packet to

an active network or to activate a new network using oblivi-

ous [6] or adaptive [12] metrics. Multi- and single-network

approaches, such as ABNs, have different tradeoffs, which we

explain here and quantify in Section 5.

To begin with, in ABNs, flits are able to use different lanes

in each hop. Therefore, flits will use active lanes preferentially

over activating inactive lanes, thus minimizing new activations.

In contrast, multi-network approaches make decisions for each

flit only at injection time. Once injected, flits are unable to

switch subnetworks without considerable complexity. There-

fore, ABNs reduce the total number of activations as well as

the number of cycles channel wires are active for.

Optimal flit placement becomes more challenging under

uneven network loading. Consider the case where packets

need to be placed in the appropriate subnetwork such that

congestion is avoided in a high-traffic region of the network.

Those injection choices are not optimal for low-traffic regions.

Therefore, if two low-traffic flows are destined to a region of

high traffic, where the optimal decision for the network is to

place the two flows into separate subnetworks, those flows

are unable to share channels in low-traffic regions on their

way to the high-traffic region. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

In that scenario, ABN simply activates more resources in the

high-traffic regions without affecting low-traffic regions.

Flit placement in subnetworks affects performance in ad-

dition to energy. Flits encountering congestion are unable to

utilize another subnetwork’s bandwidth in order to take full

advantage of the bisection bandwidth.

In addition, since the choice is made only at injection time

in multi-network approaches, deciding adaptively requires

waiting for congestion information to propagate to the network

endpoints. Knowledge of global and accurate current and

future network state is impossible. In ABNs, decisions are

made at each router with the most up to date information.

ABNs also more readily apply to fault tolerance since a

defect in a single bit of a channel shuts down only the affected

lane of that channel. In multi-networks, a single fault would

disable an entire subnetwork without the complexity to enable

packet detours [47]. Finally, the radix of the network interface

at each endpoint increases with the number of subnetworks.

On the other hand, ABNs require larger-radix switches than
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Subnetworks: Each rectangle represents
two independent routers, each using one
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Shaded rectangles belong to an area of
congestion. Source S1 sends a low-
traffic flow A, and S2 low-traffic flow B.

Figure 1: With subnets (left), because flows A and B should be placed in separate resources in high-traffic regions (shaded

routers), they are forced to use separate resources in low-traffic regions with multiple and independent subnets. In an ABN

(right), packets are free to share resources in low utilization regions. Shaded channels are inactive.

multi-network approaches. Comparing an ABN with two

lanes with the same bisection bandwidth as a multi-network

design with two subnetworks, the ABN has half the number

of switches but they have twice the radix each. Due to the

quadratic cost of switches with radix [35], this results in ap-

proximately half the switch area and energy for multi-networks

compared to ABNs, as well as simpler switch allocators.

Mechanisms to detect silicon defects during network op-

eration have been proposed [15]. Faulty channels can be

disabled which forces packets to use alternate and often longer

paths [29, 40]. To increase a channel’s tolerance to silicon

defects, spare channel bits can be associated with every chan-

nel [10, 52, 25]. Other mechanisms use channels with defects

partially by serializing and deserializing flits [39, 7]. Past work

also uses bidirectional channels to avoid costly detours in the

presence of faults [47]. ABNs achieve a similar goal, but take

a more graceful approach by using a single mechanism to both

increase fault tolerance and reduce static power.

ABNs advance the state of the art by proposing an architec-

tural technique to take advantage of the low activation latency

of drowsy SRAM cells in order to avoid false activations when

power gating individual VCs, varying the amount of band-

width in every hop to match traffic demands but without the

drawbacks of multi-network approaches analyzed above, and

gracefully using the same lane and VC activation mechanism

for channel silicon fault tolerance as well.

3. Adaptive Bandwidth Networks

In ABNs, channels are divided into lanes, as shown in Figure 2.

Each lane is a power gating domain that is activated indepen-

dently to match traffic demand. VCs in input buffers are also

activated independently [33]. At every hop, flits are free to

choose a different lane and VC. Finally, router switches are

also divided in power gating domains (lanes) [17]; each switch

input port has as many lanes as input buffers have VCs, and

each switch output port has as many lanes as channel lanes.

R

Same bandwidth channel divided into
four lanes. Two can be inactive

to match traffic demands

Baseline case. One channel that is
treated as a single entity. The channel

needs to be active if there is any traffic 

R

RR

Figure 2: Channels are divided into lanes. Each lane is an

independent power gating domain.

3.1. Multi-lane Channels

Figure 2 illustrates the basis of ABNs. Channels are divided

into lanes without affecting the bisection bandwidth (increas-

ing the bisection bandwidth is an option always available to

the designer and orthogonal to this work). Each lane is an

independent power gating domain. In the example shown, two

lanes are active and two are inactive. However, any number of

lanes can be active or inactive to match traffic demands.

We use the channel power gating models of [32, 9], which

disconnect cells from ground using high voltage threshold (low

leakage) connector transistors. In those models, the activation

latency (LaneActLat ) has been reported to be no more than 3ns

in a 65nm process. Power-gated channel bits consume 0.5% of

their leakage power (Laneinact), due to the connector transis-

tors. Channel lanes are activated by the router that is driving

data on them. Therefore, each lane requires an extra bit to

control the lane’s status. That bit controls the high voltage

threshold connector transistors. Finally, the activation energy

penalty is the equivalent of eight clock cycles of leakage power

at 1GHz (LaneActPen). This covers the activation penalty, the

propagation of the control bit, as well as the gradual increase
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and decrease of leakage power during the activation and deac-

tivation periods. This means that the break-even time, which

is the number of cycles the lane must remain inactive for to

cover the activation penalty, is eight cycles.

We restrict packets to using one lane per hop per cycle. In

other words, multiple flits of the same packet may not be trans-

mitted in the same cycle using different lanes. This decision

was made in the interest of static power and resembles the oper-

ation of alternative techniques such as multi-networks [6, 12]

which assign packets to a single subnetwork. Without this

restriction, a packet could activate all channel lanes, which

defeats the purpose of channel lanes. However, this restric-

tion increases serialization latency similar to multi-networks,

compared to the baseline network of Figure 2. Even though

execution time never increases more than 1% with two-lane

ABNs for our application benchmarks, increasing serialization

latency can be a drawback in latency-sensitive systems. In

those cases, the network can submit flits of the same packet in

the same cycle in multiple lanes, similar to [50].

3.2. Router Datapath

For input buffers, we use drowsy SRAM cells following the

models of [9]. Each VC can be activated and deactivated

independently from other VCs and in a single cycle (VCActLat ).

When inactive, drowsy SRAM cells consume 15% of their

active leakage power (VCinact ). We pessimistically model the

energy penalty for activating a VC to equal sixteen cycles

of leakage power at 1GHz (VCActPen). This covers both the

energy penalty of the activation and the leakage power during

the cycle that a VC is activating or deactivating. Therefore,

the break-even time in this case is sixteen cycles.

Even though channels may deliver one flit per lane per

cycle, those flits are guaranteed to be destined to different VCs

because packets are restricted to send only one of their flits per

cycle. Therefore, VCs have the same width as channel lanes

and it is possible to place VCs in separate SRAM blocks with

a single read and a single write port each. This implementation

makes it straightforward to manage each VC as an independent

power gating domain.

To avoid making the input side of router switches a bot-

tleneck, router switches need to connect to every input VC

with separate switch lanes. This enables flits from any input

VC to select any output lane. At the output side, switches

connect to each lane of each output channel. Therefore,

switches have (InputPorts×LaneWidth×VCs) input bits and

(Out putPorts×LaneWidth×ChannelLanes)) output bits, be-

cause VCs have the same width as channel lanes. This way,

routers can transmit a flit to every lane of every output port

in each cycle, and each input VC can also transmit a flit in-

dependently of other input VCs. Compared to a single-lane

network with the same bisection bandwidth, the output side

of ABN switches have the same number of bits, whereas the

input side’s number of bits is no greater than the single-lane

network as long as ChannelLanes ≤VCs.

VC 0

VC 1

VC 2

VC 3

VC 0

VC 1

VC 3

Input 1

Input 2

VC 2

VC 3

Reg Reg Reg Reg

Output port

Figure 3: Only two inputs and one output are shown. The

switch connects to each VC and each output lane. Those con-

nections are power gated according to the state of the VCs

and output lanes, as shown.

VC 0

VC 1

VC 2

VC 3

We use look-ahead signals that arrive 
one cycle in advance of flits to set up 
the mulitplexers, such that the control 
bits are not in the critical path

Figure 4: A multiplexer for each VC is required because flits

from any lane may be destined to any VC.

ABNs apply power gating to switches to reduce static

power [17], similar to channels. This is the third power gating

domain of ABNs. At the input side, the switch connection to

a VC is only active when the VC is active. At the output side,

switch lanes are only active when the corresponding channel

lane is active. The router datapath is illustrated in Figure 3.

At the input port side, buffers face a potential source of extra

complexity because incoming flits in any lane may be destined

to any input VC. This requires a simple switching fabric

such as a multiplexer for each input VC, implemented with

two or three levels of AND and OR gates. Each input VC’s

multiplexer connects to every lane of that input channel, as

shown in Figure 4. To mitigate the potential timing overhead

to the last pipeline stage of the channel, we guarantee that

the control bits which set the multiplexer at each input VC

arrive in the cycle prior to the flit’s arrival, using the look-

ahead signal for that flit. This is an additional function the

look-ahead signal serves (explained in Section 3.3), in addition

to activating lanes and VCs. This way, multiplexer setup is

not in the critical path since the control bits are supplied at

the beginning of the cycle after the arrival of the look-ahead

signal, while the flit arrives at the end of that same cycle.

Still, with a large number of channel lanes, this switch-

ing fabric may pose a noticeable timing overhead on the last

pipeline stage of input channels even with the control bits

preset. We can simplify this switching fabric by restricting the

freedom flits have in choosing lanes. For example, in a net-
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work with an equal number of lanes and VCs, we can enforce

a direct correspondence between lanes and VCs, such that

when flits choose a VC they also implicitly choose a lane. Re-

stricting the choices in lanes flits have reduces the size (radix)

of the multiplexers for every input VC and simplifies switch

allocation since flits are no longer eligible for all output chan-

nel lanes. Networks with an unequal number of lanes and VCs

can map a subset of VCs to each lane. While this technique

will result in more channel lane activations than necessary

due to choice restriction, it also simplifies switch allocation

by reducing the possible input VC–output port combinations.

Finally, in the case that the number of VCs equals the number

of lanes, reserving an output VC essentially also reserves a

lane in the output channel. Therefore, the VC allocation step

is no longer required, and routers can have one less pipeline

stage. We call this option ABN simple and quantify its effi-

ciency in Section 5. Since packets choose a VC before lanes,

both the restricted and unrestricted schemes use VCs similarly

to networks without lanes for deadlock avoidance.

3.3. Router Pipeline and Control

The router pipeline is illustrated in Figure 5. For each flit

receiving a switch allocator grant, a look-ahead signal is gener-

ated to alert the downstream router of the impending flit arrival.

Because flits have to traverse the switch in the next cycle, flits

and their corresponding look-ahead signals are separated by

one cycle. Look-ahead signals are generated for each flit, even

if from the same packet as an older flit. That is necessary be-

cause switch allocation does not have to respect packet length,

and may thus delay subsequent flits long enough for resources

to power down. Each look-ahead signal contains:

• The output the flit will request in the downstream router, ob-

tained in the upstream router using look-ahead routing [31].

• The input VC in the downstream router (output VC in the

upstream router).

Therefore, the number of bits for the look-ahead signal are

log2 Out put ports+ log2 InputVCs+ValidBit. One such set

of bits for look-ahead signals is required per channel lane.

Look-ahead signals serve two functions:

• They alert the downstream input buffers of the VC the flit

will be arriving into. This is used to activate the appro-

priate VC buffer and to set up the multiplexer at the input

side of that VC. Activating a VC buffer also activates the

downstream switch input lane that connects to it.

• They alert the downstream router of the output port that flit

will request. This is used to activate lanes at that output

channel as well as switch output lanes to that output.

Channel and switch lanes are activated according to the

number of flits that are destined to each output port. Routers

maintain a counter per output port. Look-ahead signals in-

crement the counter for the appropriate output port. Flits

receiving a grant in switch allocation and departing the in-

put buffers decrement the counter. Routers activate as many

channel lanes for each output and the corresponding switch

output lanes to match the counter’s value, but with a delay

of LaneActWait cycles. Specifically, lane X is activated if the

counter’s value for that output has been at least X continuously

for the last LaneActWait cycles. This ensures that ABNs do not

over-react to short-lived congestion that resolves with existing

bandwidth after a few cycles. For example, if two flits arrive

for the same output port in the same cycle, those flits can

share the same lane with only a clock cycle’s latency penalty

to one of them. Using LaneActWait does not appreciably af-

fect steady-state traffic performance, but assists in reducing

leakage power under dynamic traffic patterns. Dynamic lane

activation policies that consider credit count or other network

state, as well as historical information, are left for future work.

Multi-network approaches do not have this flexibility because

flits may not switch to an active but idle subnetwork.

Lanes are deactivated after a predetermined number of cy-

cles of inactivity (LaneDeactWait). Routers are responsible to

deactivate lanes in their output channels.

Since look-ahead signals are generated before switch traver-

sal and activate lanes in the downstream router, they can hide

three cycles of activation latency for switch and channel lanes.

In our 65nm commercial technology library and lane power

gating models [32, 9], this is enough to hide the lane activation

delay in full. In addition, since switch traversal precedes link

traversal by a cycle, channel lanes need only be activated one

clock cycle after the corresponding switch lanes.

Because of the proactive nature of lane activation, false lane

activations are possible. A false lane activation is an activation

of a switch and channel lane without subsequent flit traversal.

Consider the case where flits A and B, belonging to different

packets, arrive in the same input for the same output port.

A is stalled because its VC has no credits. B, however, is

able to make progress and departs the router before A. A then

departs the router in the future. In this example, two lanes

were activated to guarantee that A and B will not stall waiting

for lanes. However, due to credits, only one flit departed the

router at a time. Therefore, one active lane would suffice. We

quantify the frequency of false lane activations in Section 5.1.

On the input buffer side, the look-ahead signal arrives only

one clock cycle in advance of the flit. One cycle suffices to

hide the single-cycle activation delay of drowsy SRAM cells

and to drive the control bits of the multiplexers at the input

side of input buffers at the beginning of the next clock cycle,

using a pipeline register. Power-gated (non-drowsy) SRAMs

which require three cycles of activation in similar technologies

as our models [33] would pose no latency penalty because

we could generate an additional look-ahead signal before VC

allocation in the upstream router’s pipeline to hide the delay.

However, using drowsy SRAM cells with their single cycle

activation delay enables the use of a single look-ahead signal

per flit to serve all functions, thus reducing overhead. More

importantly, the single-cycle activation delay enables the use

of the upstream router’s VC allocator to decide what VCs to

activate downstream. This eliminates the possibility of false
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VA SA ST

IB: Flits are written into input buffers (last stage of channel traversal). VA: VC allocation. SA: 
switch allocation. ST: switch traversal. Routers use look-ahead routing (not shown).

VA SA ST

Link
trav.B

IB

IB A

For every flit receiving a grant in SA, a look-ahead signal is sent before ST (1 cycle before the flit enters 
the channel) that has two tasks in router 2:
A). Alerts router 2 that a flit will be arriving for a certain output. The router then can activate more switch 
and output channel lanes.
B). Alerts the input buffer that a flit will be arriving for a certain VC. If that VC is inactive, it will be activated. 
In addition, the lane that the flit will use to arrive to that VC is stored in a register, such as to set the input 
buffer multiplexer for the chosen VC to connect to the lane the flit will arrive in at the next cycle (flit arrival).

Figure 5: The pipeline for two consecutive routers. A look-ahead signal is created for each flit winning switch allocation.

VC activations [33] because only VCs that flits are actually

assigned to are activated. We quantify the effect of false VC

activations as a motivator for drowsy SRAMs in Section 5.1.

To reduce unnecessary VC activations, VC allocators pri-

oritize active output VCs. Even though flits are assigned a

VC during VC allocation, the downstream VC is not activated

until after the flit wins switch allocation. This is another advan-

tage of drowsy SRAMs, since power-gated SRAMs may be

activated by flits which are later delayed during VC or switch

allocation. Input VCs are deactivated if empty and idle for

VCDeactWait cycles. Input VCs are also deactivated if empty

and all channel lanes to that input are inactive.

3.4. ABN Complexity

ABNs increase switch allocator complexity because multi-

ple grants may be generated for each output (one for each

lane), and each input VC may be granted independently of

other VCs of the same input. With ABNs, switch alloca-

tors have to perform an (InputPorts×VCs)×(Out putPorts×

ChannelLanes) allocation, where the same input can receive

multiple grants to different VCs in the same cycle. However,

in the typical case where ChannelLanes ≤ VCs, the switch

allocator is no more complex than the VC allocator, which

performs an (InputPorts×VCs)× (Out putPorts×VCs) allo-

cation, where the same input can also receive multiple grants

to different output VCs. Past work has analyzed the impact

of radix in both VC and switch allocators and reports that in

a typical mesh with 2 VCs, extending the radix of the switch

allocator to become equivalent to that of the VC allocator

extends the switch allocator’s minimum timing path by 10%

for separable allocators [3]. Even in a high radix flattened

butterfly (FBFly) topology [28], the switch allocator’s path is

only extended by 15%. However, given than VC and switch

allocation are typically performed in separate pipeline stages

and the switch allocator is no more complex that the VC allo-

cator if ChannelLanes ≤VCs, this timing overhead is unlikely

to extend the router critical path.

In addition, increasing the radix of the switch allocator in

a mesh with 2 VCs to match that of the VC allocator would

increase area by approximately 30% and power by 35% for

separable allocators [3]. However, the VC allocator occupies

approximately 5000 um2 and consumes 2 to 10 mW, both

of which are very small percentages of the router [3, 23].

Therefore, the area and power increase of the switch allocator

will have a marginal impact to the router. This is confirmed by

the Intel Teraflop chip which consumes 7% of the network’s

power for allocation and all other router logic [21].

Networks without VCs may experience an increase in the

router’s critical path if that path includes allocation, because

such networks have no VC allocator to hide the extra delay

of the switch allocator with pipelining. In such networks and

if cycle time is a priority, this factor needs to be evaluated as

a tradeoff with the power and performance benefits of ABNs

over alternative approaches, explained in Section 5.

As stated in Section 3.2, ABNs do not increase router switch

radix compared to a single-lane network with the same bi-

section bandwidth, as long as ChannelLanes ≤ VCs. The

same Section also discusses the simple extra logic in the

input side of router buffers in ABNs, and how to simplify

it. Moreover, ABNs have the same overhead in channels

and switches compared to past work with power gating, be-

cause ABNs use the same models with power-gated transis-

tors [17, 32, 48, 42, 8, 6, 12]. Finally, past work on power-

gated networks also use look-ahead signals to cover resource

wake up time, similar to ABNs [31, 33]. Look-ahead signals

increase channel dynamic energy by 2% in our experiments

for all power-gated networks.

3.5. Silicon Defect Tolerance

While the primary purpose and novelty of ABNs lie in static

power consumption, ABNs also readily apply to making use

of channels with defects, with only the additional cost for
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detecting faults. With ABNs, faulty channels, switch lanes, or

input VCs can simply be disabled, but the remaining resources

are still usable. Therefore, for a single fault, there is no need to

disable whole input ports or channels and resort to extra VCs

and more complex routing algorithms that enable detours [29,

40]. If we define the fault probability for a single channel bit

P (ranging from 0 to 1), channel width W, number of lanes L,

the probability for a channel to fully fail is:

(
W

L
×P)L

L = 1 represents the baseline single-lane network and as-

suming channel bit failures are independent events. Lanes are

considered failed if they contain at least one faulty bit.

As the number of lanes increases, the probability that all

lanes contain a fault decreases. Therefore, ABNs are more

likely to maintain network connectivity with an equal num-

ber of faults compared to the baseline single-lane network.

Multi-network designs will fail if a single channel in any sub-

network fails, without extra VCs and complexity to enable

detours [47, 29, 40]. That is because flits already injected to

the faulty subnetwork cannot switch subnetworks, and there is

propagation delay to alert all traffic sources of the fault.

4. Methodology

For our evaluations, we use a modified version of Book-

sim [22]. We present results for synthetic traffic and PAR-

SEC benchmarks collected with Netrace traces [5, 19], which

respect packet dependencies and therefore reflect the impact

of the network to application execution time, in contrast to

timestamp-based traces. For synthetic traffic, we use UR, bit

complement, tornado, and hotspot traffic where all sources

send to a single hotspot destination [11]. For synthetic traffic

we use a read-reply communication protocol. The traffic pat-

tern decides the destination of read and write requests. Each

request generates a reply back to the request’s source. Read

requests and write replies are 128 bits. Write requests and

read replies are 640 bits. For our synthetic traffic we vary the

injection rate of request packets.

For PARSEC simulations, we use the Netrace traces pro-

vided in the project’s website which were collected for a 64-

core cache-coherent CMP. The processors are in-order AL-

PHA cores at 2GHz. L1 caches have 32KBs for instruction

and 32KBs for data. They are 4-way set associative and use

MESI cache coherency. L2 caches are fully shared S-NUCA

with 64 banks and 16MB, eight-way set associative and 8

cycle bank access time. Finally, the memory has a 150-cycle

access time and 8 on-chip memory controllers. We simulate

200,000 packets of the application’s parallel execution region.

We simulate seven benchmarks using their medium size input

sets.

We compare the following networks:

• Baseline network without power gating (baseline): This

network illustrates the baseline case without power gating.

• Single-lane power gating network (single lane): This net-

work represents the state of the art in single-network power

gating [31, 33]. In this network we still use drowsy SRAM

cells to prevent false activations and fully hide VC activa-

tion latency [33, 9]. We make this choice in order to isolate

the gains from channel and switch lanes.

• Flexible adaptive bandwidth network (ABN flexible): This

is the network proposed in this paper. We keep bisection

bandwidth constant compared to other networks because

increasing bisection bandwidth is orthogonal to this work.

Therefore, with two lanes, flits are half the width compared

to the networks above, and each input port has twice the

VCs. Flits can traverse from any lane to any VC.

• Simple adaptive bandwidth network (ABN simple): Same as

above, but we map lanes to only allow delivery to a subset

of VCs, for the reasons explained in Section 3.2. With four

VCs and two lanes, each lane delivers to one request VC

and one reply VC. Since a single lane maps to multiple

VCs, both VC and switch allocators are required.

• Multi-network designs (multinets): This network represents

the state of the art in static power reduction and consists of

multiple subnetworks, each of which operates similar to the

single-lane power gating network [6, 12]. Sources inject

flits to the first subnetwork unless congestion is sensed in

the injection router by a count of available buffer space in

all input buffers of the injection router [12]. If the available

buffer space is less than half of total buffer size, sources

consider the next subnetwork, and so on. If all subnetworks

are congested, sources choose one at random. Bisection

bandwidth is equal to ABNs, and therefore flit width is also

equal as long as the number of lanes in ABNs is the same

as the number of subnetworks.

We use an 8×8 2D mesh with dimension-order routing

(DOR) and 2mm channels. The baseline single-lane network

has 128-bit channels and two VCs per input. VCs are equally

divided across requests and replies. To keep total buffer size

constant for all networks, we increase the number of VCs for

networks with more than one lane, because such networks

have narrower flits and therefore VCs. We choose to increase

the number of VCs because keeping the number of VCs con-

stant but making them deeper typically does not justify the

increased cost as long as the credit round-trip delay is covered.

Therefore, we provide four VCs per input port in two-lane

ABNs, instead of two VCs in single-lane networks. Multinets

also have more VCs in total but the VCs are distributed among

subnetworks. By default, we present ABNs with two channel

and switch lanes, and multinets with two subnetworks. We

use the router pipeline of Figure 5.

For cost estimation, we use a commercial 65nm technol-

ogy library and the area and power models of [1]. These

models use custom SRAMs for buffers, which have lower

leakage and dynamic power consumption than flip-flop (FF)

arrays or compiler-generated SRAMs, frequently used in past

work [26, 9, 17, 8]. Our SRAM models have been verified
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Table 1: Network and model parameters.

Parameter Value

LaneActLat 3 cycles

VCActLat 1 cycle

Laneinact 0.5% of full leakage

VCinact 15% of full leakage

LaneActPen 8 cycles worth of leakage

VCActPen 16 cycles worth of leakage

LaneActWait 15 cycles

LaneDeactWait 3 cycles

VCDeactWait 6 cycles

AreaOverhead 7%

against HSPICE [36]. To estimate the impact of power gat-

ing in channels, switches, and buffers, we use the models

of [32, 9, 17]. From these models, we pessimistically estimate

the power gating area overhead to be 7% for buffers, switches

and channels (AreaOver). Drowsy SRAMs can be activated in

a single cycle [14], whereas for channel and switch lanes the

activation latency has been reported to be no more than 3ns in

a 65nm process [32]. This translates to three clock cycles with

our 1GHz clock frequency and 65nm library. Since ABNs can

hide three cycles of lane activation delay, ABNs fully hide the

channel lane activation delay in this technology process. We

derive the configuration parameters shown in Table 1 based

on our models and preliminary evaluations. LaneActPen and

VCActPen are given in the number of cycles that produce the

equivalent leakage energy. While these parameters depend on

the probability of flits reusing lanes or VCs, which depends on

the traffic pattern, we choose one set of numbers for all traffic

patterns to simplify design.

We report static power which is predominantly composed

of leakage power but also includes the power to toggle the

capacitance of the clock input of cells and SRAMs. To sim-

plify comparison between networks, static power also includes

energy penalties from activating resources. Dynamic power

consists of the power for flits to traverse the network, as well

as the power for look-ahead and wakeup signals. Our models

do not include allocator and routing logic power, but that has

been reported to be a minor contributor [21]. Our area models

include input buffers, channels, switches and output registers.

5. Evaluation

5.1. Synthetic Traffic

Results for the mesh under UR traffic are shown in Figure 6.

ABN simple saturates at an 8% higher injection rate than

multinets because in multinets flits cannot escape congestion

encountered at a subnetwork, and perfect injection decisions

are unrealistic. Even in ABN simple flits can switch lanes by

being granted another VC, since in our simulations we have

two VCs assigned to each lane. This also causes multinets to

have a 34% higher average latency close to saturation (40%

request packet injection rate). Baseline and single-lane have

comparable performance, but they each provide an 8% lower

throughput than ABN simple because ABN simple has twice

the number of VCs and therefore the effects of head of line

blocking are reduced. However, due to serialization latency,

baseline and single-lane have a 10% lower average zero-load

packet latency compared to ABNs and multinets.

ABN flexible and multinets have comparable power con-

sumption across injection rates. However, ABN simple has a

3% higher power consumption because it has less flexibility

and thus activates more lanes than ABN flexible. Multinets

and ABN flexible have a 15% lower power consumption than

the single-lane network, and 24% compared to the baseline.

Figure 6 also separates static and dynamic power. Multinets

has 7% lower dynamic power compared to ABN simple and

flexible as well as single-lane and baseline. This is because

multinets uses switches of half the radix, which therefore

incur one quarter of the cost each. This is an inherent property

of dividing a single network into multiple subnetworks that

multinets takes advantage of [35]. However, because flits

pick a subnetwork at injection time with imperfect knowledge

and also are not able to switch subnetworks in order to avoid

activating a new lane when there is an idle active lane at

another subnetwork, multinets has 9% higher static power

compared to ABN flexible. This is despite the false activations

ABN flexible experiences, and offsets the gains in dynamic

power for multinets in our experiments. ABN simple has

no false lane activations because once a packet chooses an

output VC, all flits have to use the lane that output VC is

assigned to. ABN simple and multinets have comparable

channel and switch lane activation power overheads because

of their comparable number of activations. ABN flexible has

a 19% lower activation power overhead because it experiences

17% fewer activations, since it is free to make maximum use

of already active lanes.

Comparing ABN simple and flexible, ABN simple saturates

at a 21% higher injection rate than ABN flexible. This is be-

cause in ABN flexible flits may request any output lane. This

increases the allocation problem and intensifies the inefficien-

cies of our separable single-iteration VC and switch allocators.

In contrast, ABN simple restricts the number of lanes flits

request and thus significantly simplifies the allocation prob-

lem in each cycle. We confirmed this hypothesis by using an

augmenting paths allocator which made all networks saturate

at comparable injection rates. However, we still use separable

allocators because augmenting paths is infeasible in the tight

cycle time constrains of the on-chip environment [20].

To further focus on the tradeoffs between the different net-

works, Figure 7 presents a power breakdown for the mesh

under a 2% request packet injection rate. Dynamic power is

the power for flits to traverse the network, while static power

is predominantly composed of leakage power but also includes

the power to toggle the capacitance of the clock input of cells

and SRAMs (this is approximately 20% of total static power).
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Figure 6: Performance, power and false lane activations for the mesh with UR traffic. ABNs have two lanes and multinets consist

of two subnetworks. Static power includes activation penalty power. ABN simple and multinets have no false lane activations.
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Figure 7: Power breakdown for the mesh. Static power does

not include activation penalties (shown separately).

Channel leakage power includes leakage from pipeline FFs

and repeaters. Our models use custom SRAMs for buffers [1],

which have lower leakage and dynamic power consumption

than compiler-generated SRAMs or FF arrays, often used in

past work. Our SRAM models have been verified against

HSPICE [36]. Future or near voltage threshold technologies

may increase the importance of leakage power [8, 23, 24].

As shown, all power-gated networks have a 2% higher chan-

nel dynamic power compared to baseline due to the signals to

activate resources. Multinets has a 36% larger channel static

power (only in this plot static power does not include activa-

tion penalties) than ABNs because multinets cannot merge two

low-load flows in different subnetworks into a single active

lane, as explained in Figure 1. For the same reason, multinets

has a 48% larger buffer static power. Multinets has approxi-

mately half the dynamic switch power and 61% lower static

switch power compared to ABNs because it has twice the

number of switches, but each switch is half the radix of an

ABN switch. The breakdown includes power for the registers

which connect the switch to output channels.

Simulations with the other synthetic traffic patterns we de-

scribe in Section 4 show similar and higher performance gains

for ABNs (up to twice the saturation rate for hotspot), and

up to 3% total power gains for ABNs compared to multinets.

However, our synthetic patterns, while a useful tool for an

analysis of tradeoffs, hardly exhibit the imbalance in space

and especially time of realistic applications, in which the flex-

ibility of ABNs in choosing lanes in each hope is beneficial

for compared to multinets. As discussed in Section 5.2, ABNs

provide up to 33% lower total power compared to multinets

for application traffic.

To motivate our choice of drowsy SRAM cells, we compare

ABN flexible with drowsy SRAMs and power-gated (non-

drowsy) SRAMs using the models of [33, 14] and UR traffic.

At low loads, we observe an average of 43% false VC activa-

tions with power-gated SRAMs (there are no false activations

with drowsy SRAMs), and 15% more active VC cycles for

power-gated SRAMs. However, due to the different energy

overheads, non-drowsy SRAMs consume 22% less activation

power, but 40% more static power due to the extra active cy-

cles, resulting in 13% higher static power (including activation

overhead) overall. At high loads, static power without acti-

vation overheads was comparable, but non-drowsy SRAMs

incur 12% more activation power due to the 35% false VC

activations. While these numbers depend on the number of
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Figure 8: Total power reduction of ABN simple with two lanes

compared to multinets with two subnetworks.

activations and active cycles, which depend on the traffic pat-

tern, they show the benefits that drowsy SRAMs can provide,

along with simplifying the router pipeline since one wakeup

signal suffices for both VCs and channel lanes, as explained

in Section 3.3. The single-cycle activation delay of drowsy

SRAMs also permit hiding the VC activation delay even with

very shallow router pipelines. Finally, since drowsy SRAM

cells hold data when drowsy [14], there is opportunity to per-

mit all buffer entries be drowsy at all times except the entries

that the head and tail pointers point to; this option should be

carefully evaluated against the additional activation energy.

5.2. Application Traffic

For our PARSEC simulations, we first simulate the traces

and respect packet dependencies. This produces very low

loads to the network, with approximately a 0.2% flit injection

rate across benchmarks. We call this the low load testcase,

which also evaluates application execution time. We then relax

packet dependencies and increase the flit injection rate to 2%

and 3.5%, by average across benchmarks. This traffic pattern

is not used to measure execution time, but rather is used to

load the network in a manner closer to an application with

higher loads than our PARSEC benchmarks, and more realistic

load distribution in time and space than synthetic traffic. We

call the former testcase medium load and the latter heavy load.

Figure 8 presents the percentage of total power reduction

of ABN simple with two lanes compared to multinets with

two subnetworks. We observe a significant total power re-

duction for low loads of approximately 33% for ABN sim-

ple. Compared to the synthetic traffic patterns shown ear-

lier, application traffic is often bursty and can create hotspots

[46, 8, 41, 18, 51, 2, 16]. Hotspots exacerbate the impact of

the lack of flexibility flits have in choosing subnetworks after

injection, as shown in Figure 1. Bursty traffic also creates

temporary congestion in routers which causes flits injected to

that router to be sent to the second subnetwork. Even though

that is the correct decision for the injection router, flits may

not switch subnetworks after traversing the injection router,
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Figure 9: Total power reduction of ABN simple with four lanes

compared to multinets with four subnetworks.
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Figure 10: Scaling of ABNs and multinets with UR traffic.

and therefore may not share active resources with other low

traffic after injection. This results in 43% to 55% more active

cycles by average across benchmarks for channel and switch

lanes for multinets compared to ABN simple. Compared to

single-lane power-gated networks, ABN simple reduces total

power by an average of 45%. Both ABNs and multinets cause

an average slowdown of just 0.95% due to serialization latency,

with the maximum being 1.05% in the case of blackscholes.

5.3. Increasing the Number of Lanes

In this Section, we explore the effects of dividing the same

bisection bandwidth to four lanes for ABNs and four sub-

networks for multinets. As shown in Figure 9, ABN simple

retains significant total power reductions of approximately

21% under low loads, 8% under medium loads, and 13% un-

der high loads, compared to multinets with four subnetworks.

Power reductions are smaller compared to Section 5.2 be-

cause further subdividing into more subnetworks makes router

switches more energy efficient due to their quadratic cost with

radix. In addition, power gains under high loads are larger

for ABN simple compared to medium load because the lack

of flexibility of flits in multinets becomes more pronounced.

ABNs also have a marginal (1%) benefit in execution time

under low loads in five benchmarks compared to multinets.

To better understand the effect in performance a variety

of loads, Figure 10 presents latency under UR traffic. As
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Figure 11: Time until a packet chooses an output port leading

to a failed channel, for single-lane and ABN flexible.

shown, multinets with four subnetworks saturates at a 5%

lower injection rate and has a 45% higher average latency

compared to ABN simple with four lanes. This is because

flits encountering congestion in a subnetwork are unable to

switch to other subnetworks which may be idling. In contrast,

flits in ABN simple can switch lanes by choosing different

VCs. Finally, ABNs with four lanes and multinets with four

subnetworks have a 19% higher average zero-load latency

than ABNs with two lanes and 26% higher compared to the

single-lane network.

Therefore, increasing the number of lanes decreases the

total power gains of ABNs compared to multinets. However,

increasing the number of lanes increases the performance ben-

efits of ABNs compared to multinets, as shown by application

execution time and packet latency. Even with lower power

benefits, ABNs reduce total power by 21% for application

benchmarks. Scaling ABNs to more lanes increases serializa-

tion latency similarly to multinets and does not significantly

affect throughput. As discussed in Section 3.2, as long as

ChannelLanes ≤VCs, the switch allocator remains no more

complex than the VC allocator.

5.4. Silicon Defect Tolerance

To practically measure the improved resiliency of ABNs to

channel bit errors, we simulate UR traffic with varying in-

jection rates, but assign a 5× 10−4 probability that any one

channel bit line will fail in each cycle. This probability is unre-

alistically high, but we do this in the interest of practicality of

our simulations. We also assume that channels have two spare

bit lines [10, 52, 25]. We report the time that a packet chooses

an output port that leads to a failed channel (without detours).

In the case of ABN flexible, this means all lanes have failed.

Essentially, this is the time period that the network is no longer

able to function correctly. Multinets has comparable proba-

bility as the single-lane network regardless of the number of

subnetworks, because when a channel in any subnetwork fails,

flits already injected may not switch subnetworks to avoid the

faulty channel, and there is propagation delay to alert sources.

Figure 11 show the increased resiliency of ABNs. Despite

the noise in our results stemming from the many random

choices in each experiment, the time until a packet chooses

a failed channel is reduced with the increase of injection rate

because at higher loads there are more packets requesting out-

puts. Non-UR traffic that uses only a subset of the channels

would ignore failures in parts of the network. ABN simple per-

forms in between ABN flexible and multinets, which reflects

the lane selection flexibility they provide to flits.

6. Discussion

Our results illustrate the advantage of providing flits the flexi-

bility to switch lanes in ABNs with local per-hop decisions to

accommodate regions with different traffic conditions, com-

pared to multinets where the decision is made once at injection

time where perfect knowledge of current and future global

state is impossible. This translates to throughput and latency

benefits because traffic can be better load balanced across the

bisection bandwidth, as well as energy benefits as explained

by our results and the example of Figure 1. However, divid-

ing a single network into subnetworks with multinets makes

router switches more energy and area efficient. In addition, if

ChannelLanes >VCs, the switch allocator in ABNs is more

complex than the VC allocator and can therefore affect timing.

Finally, compared to ABN flexible, ABN simple performs

better because its allocators are more efficient, but has less

flexibility in assigning lanes, which results in loss in energy.

Our results depend on the relative contributions of channels

and switches. Topologies with higher-radix switches, such

as the FBFly [28], favor multinets because router switches

have a higher radix, and thus dividing into subnetworks in

multinets would produce larger power reductions. In contrast,

topologies with longer channels, such as a mesh with longer

channels than our mesh, favor ABNs because ABNs reduce

channel leakage power compared to multinets. The traffic

pattern can also favor ABNs if it exacerbates the imperfection

of subnetwork injection decisions, as discussed in Section 5.2.

We use deep router pipelines in this study because of their

ubiquitous usage. Routers with shallow pipelines would acti-

vate VCs in a similar manner because the look-ahead signal

to activate downstream drowsy SRAMs is generated with

each switch allocation grant, which all routers with a switch

have. To activate channels and lanes, ABNs with shallow

router pipelines can either use predictors similar to non-drowsy

SRAMs [33], or leave a small number of lanes constantly acti-

vated in order to better tolerate the activation delay of other

lanes. In addition, ABNs have similar power gating granularity

and therefore do not require more complicated power distri-

bution networks or power gating transistors than multinets or

other past work [26, 38, 12].

Future work for ABNs includes developing more sophisti-

cated channel and switch lane activation policies. Policies that

are aware of temporal and spatial locality of application traffic

or maintain history of recent traffic characteristics can better

predict the required bandwidth every cycle.
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7. Conclusion

This paper proposes ABNs. ABNs divide channels and

switches into lanes each of which can be activated and de-

activated individually to match traffic demands. Unlike power-

gating approaches with multiple subnetworks, flits are free to

choose a different lane at each hop instead of committing to

a set of lanes at injection time. With ABNs, on-chip network

designers can design networks for worst-case traffic demands,

without the disadvantage of unnecessarily incurring high static

power overheads during periods of low or average activity. In

the input buffer side, we take advantage of drowsy SRAM cells

to activate and deactivate VCs individually without the possi-

bility of false activations. ABNs also readily apply to silicon

defect tolerance with just the extra cost for detecting faults. As

we show for application traffic, ABNs reduce total power con-

sumption by an average of 45% with comparable performance

compared to single-lane power-gated networks. Compared to

multi-network designs, ABNs reduce total power consumption

by 33% with comparable or superior performance.
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